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FOR YOUR INFORMATION & ATTENTION…
No part of this publication or event may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by
any means mechanical or electronic without permission in writing from InvestorComps.
LEGAL NOTICES: All InvestorComps standard disclaimers apply. Your attendance at this
event or reading the manual hereby constitutes your implied consent of these notices.
This event will be recorded. You give explicit approval to have your likeness, voice,
materials etc. recorded to be used in commercial, instructional and promotional activities
as InvestorComps sees t. All statements are made based on sources believed to be
reliable. No promises or representations of income have been made, results will vary
based upon individuals own background, dedication and motivations. As with any
business endeavours there are risks involved and no guarantees of money or pro t have
been made.
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Neither the speakers, participants or any others have made
guarantees about the use, currentness, completeness, etc. of the
information. We do not give legal, accounting or tax advice and
encourage participants to consult licensed professions for such
inquiries. No oral or written information or advice given by us
shall create a warranty of any kind. Rights Reserved.

Read
First!

HOUSEKEEPING

3. Please be prepared for the
temperature in the room.

1. Please turn your phone OFF or to
VIBRATE

It’s dif cult at times to keep it just
right for everyone. you may want to
bring a light jacket or dress in layers
that can be removed if you get hot.

Ringing phones can be distracting so
please respect your seat mates and
do this when you arrive each
morning. One favourite charity is TLC:
Threshold of Life Collaborative and
each time a phone disturbs the
group, we will be happy to collect
from you a $100 donation to this
wonderful organization!
2. Please be on time each day and
arrive back from breaks in a
timely fashion.
We have tons of material to cover and
in order to maximize this opportunity
for everyone we must begin on time.

6. Don’t be afraid to ask questions.
At times your questions may be too
involved or detailed to address in the
full setting, in which case please feel
free to approach our speakers for a
one to one answer.

4. You will need you laptop for some
activities.
Please bring them with you to the
sessions and be prepared to
purchase wireless access from the
hotel.
5. Introduce yourself to you seat
mates and get to know them.
There is a large mix of skill sets and
experience levels in the room. We
encourage you to network with
others and take advantage of the
opportunity to mastermind with each
other.
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WELCOME
I would like to take a moment to personally greet you.
Being the Founder of InvestorComps is a role I take seriously and embrace each day. The content
my team works to design and present to you, our investor, is a representation of the work that the
InvestorComps Team does each day to assure the pro tability, stability and future success of your
commitments in your success in Real Estate, we always strive for our clients to experience the
utmost level of support and service.
It is a privilege to meet each of you. The InvestorComps Team and I feel honored at the
opportunity to share our talents with you. We sincerely hope you each learn something that will be
fruitful in all your endeavors.

“We believe to truly serve our clients successfully, it is best
accomplished through listening, developing and maintaining strategic
alliances, dedication to excellence and service to others.”
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Mark “MJ” Jackson

AGENDA
We have a packed event scheduled for you over the next 3 days, so get ready to start your journey.

Day

Session Times Topics

•
9:00 am - Noon

1
1:30 pm - 4:30 pm

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

9:00 am - Noon
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1:30 pm - 4:30 pm

•
•
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To Be Announced

•
•

Creating Wealth with Valuation Based Real Estate,
Mastermind Book, “Who Not How”
Acquisition strategies
Valuation and Location
Picking your market...can you really buy all over the world?
Is Real Estate really a passive investment?
Virtual Investing - Do’s and Don'ts
Building a business that runs with...or without you around
“Who Not How” Hot Seats
The mindset of a successful investor
Keeping Your Wealth
Asset Protection
Safe and Creative Tax Strategies
Is it possible to only pay 4% Federal Tax?
Your business can be anywhere….choose wisely.
Puerto Rico ACT 60...is it right for you?
Discover how to save 50% in business tax without moving
to PR
Reduce all US Federal Tax to 4% by moving to PR
Meet the Professionals - MJ’s Team
Time to Launch
Get out on the water on a Catamaran Cruise

Michael Burry, Jeremy Grantham, and
other top investors are predicting an epic
market crash. Here are their gravest
warnings so far
Michael Burry and Jeremy Grantham are bracing
for a devastating crash across nancial markets.
They're far from the only experts to warn that
rampant speculation fueled by government
stimulus programs can't shore up asset prices
forever.
The billionaire investors Leon Cooperman, Stanley
Druckenmiller, and Jeffrey Gundlach have also
sounded the alarm. The same is true for the
"Shark Tank" star Kevin O'Leary, the market
prophet Gary Shilling, and the "Rich Dad Poor
Dad" author Robert Kiyosaki.
Here are the most striking warnings from these
8 market experts:
1 - Michael Burry

2 - Jeremy Grantham

Grantham in January said the market was a "fully
edged epic bubble" and described it as the "real
McCoy."
"When you have reached this level of obvious
super-enthusiasm, the bubble has always, without
exception, broken in the next few months, not a
few years," the legendary investor and GMO
cofounder said.
"We will have to live, potentially, possibly, with the
biggest loss of perceived value from assets that
we have ever seen," Grantham added.
3 - Leon Cooperman
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Burry in June described the markets as the
"greatest speculative bubble of all time in all
things" and said retail investors were buying into
the hype around meme stocks and
cryptocurrencies before the "mother of all
crashes."
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Earlier this year, the investor of "The Big Short"
fame, who runs Scion Asset Management, pointed
to Tesla, GameStop, bitcoin, dogecoin,
Robinhood, and the red-hot US housing market as
signs of speculative excess.

Cooperman expressed deep concerns about
nancial markets in May.

"Everything I look at would suggest caution,
intermediate to long term, would be the rule of
the day," the billionaire investor and Omega
Advisors boss said. "When this market has a
reason to go down, it's going to go down so fast
your head's going to spin."

5 - Jeffrey Gundlach

But Cooperman described himself as a "fully
invested bear" because factors that typically cause
bear markets — rising in ation, recession fears, a
hostile Federal Reserve — weren't present.
4 - Stanley Druckenmiller

Druckenmiller said in May that the bull market
reminded him of the dot-com boom, but he
cautioned that asset prices could continue rising
for a while.
"I have no doubt that we are in a raging mania in
all assets," the billionaire investor and Duquesne
Family Of ce chief said. "I also have no doubt that
I don't have a clue when that's going to end.

Equities are undeniably expensive, Gundlach said
in March.
The billionaire investor and DoubleLine Capital
boss said that claiming the stock market was
"anything other than very overvalued versus
history" was "just to be ignorant of all the metrics
of valuation." He predicted that stocks would fall
by upwards of 15% when the downturn comes.
Gundlach, known as the "bond king," predicted
that the retail investors who had piled into meme
stocks and other speculative assets wouldn't stick
around once prices started dropping.
"We'll have a tremendous unwind of a lot of the
money that thinks that the stock market is a oneway thing," he said.
6 - Kevin O'Leary

"I knew we were in a raging mania in '99, but it
kept going on, and if you had shorted the tech
stocks in mid-'99, you were out of business by the
end of the year," Druckenmiller added.
The investor indicated he would pull his cash out
of equities in a matter of months.
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"I will be surprised if we're not out of the stock
market by the end of the year, just because the
bubbles can't last that long," he said.

O'Leary said in April that stocks would eventually
crumble, but he framed the downturn as an
educational opportunity for rookie investors.

"Buying the dip is more rock-and-roll, but what
invariably happens is you go through a massive
correction and you learn a very important lesson,"
the "Shark Tank" star and O'Leary Funds chief
said.

world history. What will Fed do? Print more
money? Save more gold, silver, bitcoin."
8 - Gary Shilling

"The generation that is trading right now has
never gone through a sustained correction. It's
coming — I don't know when, I don't know what'll
trigger it, but they will learn their lesson," he
continued.
"If you have a lot of leverage on, it's a hell of a
lesson because you end up in a negative networth position," O'Leary added. "But you do learn
from it."

Shilling predicted in April that nancial markets
would nosedive, but he declined to hazard a
guess at when the crash would arrive.
"I'm not making any rm prediction as to when
this thing is going to collapse," the veteran
forecaster and president of A. Gary Shilling & Co.
said.

7 - Robert Kiyosaki

"Speculations outrun any logic and that's
probably going to be true of this one," Shilling
continued. "But at some point, boy, there's going
to be a lot of blood on the oor."
Kiyosaki tweeted in June that he was expecting
the greatest market crash ever.
"Biggest bubble in world history getting bigger,"
the personal- nance guru and author of "Rich
Dad Poor Dad" said. "Biggest crash in world
history coming."
Kiyosaki has accused the Federal Reserve of
overstimulating markets and devaluing the dollar.
He's advised investors to prepare for the
downturn by stocking up on precious metals and
cryptocurrencies.
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"ARE YOU READY?" he tweeted in April. "Boom,
Bust, Mania, Crash, Depression. Mania in markets
today. Prepare for biggest crash, depression in

?

Reference:
by Theron Mohamed Jul 5, 2021 1142am
https://markets.businessinsider.com/news/stocks/michael-burry-jeremy-grantham-predictepic-stock-market-crash-warnings-2021-7
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Founder of InvestorsCompsOnline

www.investorscompsonline.com

Mark Jackson fondly known as MJ has become the go to Valuation Specialist for people who want to achieve more
in their real estate investing business.
In 1999, MJ founded an appraisal company and soon after found his true gift was Analyzing Property value for real
estate investors. Once MJ began investing himself, the ood gates opened. Since 2000, MJ has been able to close
real estate transactions totaling in the Millions and maintains a substantial net worth.
InvestorComps was created to help investors like you do exactly the same. Since 2006 real estate investors both
domestically and internationally use InvestorComps to con dently pro t every time they buy a property, knowing
the right price before they buy.
MJ attended Fort Valley State University, DeVry University and Keller Graduate School of Management. Through his
various studies MJ graduated Cum Laude in less the three years as he attained a BS in Accounting among other
Academic Honors and Awards.
MJ has spoken on the topic of Real Estate Valuation across the US, Caribbean, Monte Carlo, Italy, Switzerland,
Scotland, Australia, Japan and Africa. Additionally, MJ has authored numerous articles on valuation, was a
contributing author to ”Secrets of Peak Performers” and is putting the nishing touches on his rst book. Most
recently MJ has been teaching novice and seasoned real estate investors to successful Bid on and Wholesale
Government HUD Houses.
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When not traveling in the US and abroad, sharing his “valuation comes rst” message, MJ is usually at home
working on his many domestic and international business ventures. MJ is married to his lovely bride Toni and has
ve children. MJ’s main passions are: faith, family, competing in Ironman races, playing golf and real estate.
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MARK JACKSON

ENRIQUE MORALES
Real Estate Broker

Enrique ‘Kike’ Morales is the owner of Divine Properties and Divine Properties Luxury located in San Juan,
Puerto Rico. Mr. Morales helps businesses, individuals and investment companies improve their access to
real estate opportunities located in Puerto Rico. He also assists with devising engagement plans and
planning property visits for investment review.
Mr. Morales oversees his team at Divine Properties and Divine Properties Luxury who collectively work
together to deliver an end to end service package to each of its clients and prospective clients.
Working with each clients desired results, Mr Morales locates, walks, engages and negotiates each property
deal to ensure that his clients needs are always rst.
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With a strong background in Real Estate and over a decade of experience, Enrique Morales provides his
services in a remote fashion that allows buyers and investors to feel comfortable and con dent in the
properties they are purchasing in Puerto Rico.

RICKY SOTO-MIRANDA
Lobbyist

Ricardo Soto-Miranda, Esq. is the sole founding Shareholder and President of RSM & Associates, PSC., which is a
Government Affairs Law Firm, as well as the President of Integration Business Alliance, LLC, a limited liability
company which manages specialized professional services. Mr. Soto-Miranda has more than fteen years of
experience in the eld of legislation and government relations.
Mr. Soto-Miranda has been recognized among their peers as one of the best lobbyists of Puerto Rico. Most of his
clients have been referral from others satis ed clients. One memorable transaction, in corporate reorganization
affairs, involved the legal reorganization between three related local companies. A transaction which involved
many corporate of cers and key government of cials. As a result of his efforts, Mr. Soto-Miranda closed the deal in
record time and achieved signi cant tax reduction for the surviving entity. The transaction ended with millions of
dollars in savings and cost-ef ciencies. This is only one of many success stories this excellent professional has done
and continue doing in his career. Mr. Soto-Miranda and his Staff of Professionals also work on tax related issues, tax
decree negotiations with the Central Government as well as the Municipalities of Puerto Rico; general corporate
matters, mergers, acquisitions, and legal opinions on the issuance and sale of Senior Guarantee Notes of $200
Million; civil commercial and labor law litigation; procurement and permitting processes at all levels of the
Government of Puerto Rico; and the legal administration of closely held corporations in order to maximize their
operations. At this time, Mr. Soto-Miranda is aggressively expanding his practice in Puerto Rico, United State of
America and Internationally.
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Mr. Soto-Miranda graduated Cum Laude with Honors from Tulane University in New Orleans, LA where he earned a
Bachelor of Arts degree in Latin American Studies and Political Science with advanced studies in literature, history
and politics of the Caribbean Basin, Argentina and Brazil. Consequently, Mr. Soto-Miranda prepared an Honor
Thesis on the Economic Development and Democracy Stabilization of Brazil. He is uent in English, Spanish (native
language) and Portuguese.

GIOVANNI MENDEZ ESQ.
Tax Attorney

Giovanni Mendez has extensive experience as a corporate and tax attorney, including compliance, nancial
reporting, tax preparation, and regulatory matters. Admitted to the Puerto Rico Bar and United States Tax Court,
Giovanni has advised clients at both the State and Federal levels. His clients have included Fortune 500 companies,
pharmaceutical companies, telecommunications rms, nancial services companies, e-commerce, technology and
software companies, private equity investors, blockchain technology companies, and high net-worth individuals.
Giovanni’s practice includes structuring of tax exempt and taxable operations in Puerto Rico, structuring of complex
business transactions, transfer pricing consulting, entity formations, negotiation of tax exemption decrees, tax
planning and counsel for Puerto Rican and United States federal international income tax matters, and accounting
services.
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During the past years, Giovanni has served as advisory counsel for many investors and businesses seeking grants of
tax exemption under Puerto Rico’s Acts 20 and 22. As a blockchain technology investor and advisor, Giovanni has
played a key role in the development of Puerto Rico as an investment destination for the industry. Giovanni’s unique
access to the burgeoning global and local cryptocurrency industry provides his clients with invaluable insight.

GIANCARLO ESQUILLIN
Chartered Professional Accountant CPA

Giancarlo Esquilín is a certi ed public accountant and business advisor with ample experience in tax and legislative
matters. His experience includes compliance services rendered to individuals and entities operating in Puerto Rico,
US and Central America. CPA Esquilin, before organizing Thriv LLC, worked for PricewaterhouseCoopers, LLP and
other local CPA rms, and with the House of Representatives.
CPA Esquilin has lead consulting and compliance work for locals and international entities on a variety of industries,
including: distribution, retail, manufacturing, pharma, technology, services, mining, cryptocurrencies, among others.
During 2017, CPA Esquilin organized Thriv LLC. As Managing Member of the rm, Giancarlo is in charge of all the
advisory services, focusing on compliance with PR statutes. Giancarlo also supervise any attestation and audit
service provided by the rm. Giancarlo has also lead consulting work to the PR Treasury Department, Department
of Economic Development and Commerce, and the House of Representatives.
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As CPA, Giancarlo is a member of the PR Society of CPA, American Institute of CPA, and is an active instructor of
continuance education at the PR CPA Society. He currently acts as Director at the Board of Directors at the PR
Society of CPA and is an active member of the following committees: Taxes, Legislation, Young CPAs, Internal Audit
and Municipal Affairs. Previously, CPA Esquilin was the president of the Young CPA Committee. His bachelor’s
degree in business administration with major in accounting was obtained from the University of Puerto Rico –
Humacao Campus.

JUAN CHESTER RUBEN VELEZ MARRERO, ESQ.
Real Estate Attorney

José Rubén Vélez Marrero has been admitted to the legal practice since 1999, concentrating his work on Civil
Notary, Real Estate, estate of inheritance management, commercial, industrial and residential sales and mortgages,
low-income housing projects and title clearance.
He founded the Centro Notarial de Puerto Rico, CSP in 2001 and has appeared as a notary public in more than
12,000 deeds, mostly related to transactions carried out for: HF Mortgage Bankers and Doral Bank, R&G Mortgage
Corporation, Mortgage Store of Puerto Rico, R&G Premier Bank, Banco Cooperativo de Puerto Rico, Puerto Rico
Housing Finance Authority and Scotiabank de Puerto Rico and US repossessed property closings Department of
Veterans Affairs (VA). He is currently a Closing Agent of the Secretary of Housing and Urban Development of
Washington, District of Columbia (The United States Department of Housing and Urban Development – HUD)
asides of many other federal and state programs.
He has concentrated his practice to assisting clients and real estate agents and investors through all stages of
mortgage and sales closings. Mr. Vélez is also a licensed realtor and a member of the board of director of the
National Association of Hispanic Real Estate Professionals and active advocate to improve real estate legislation.
Juan is married to his lovely wife Mariaemma, has four children and loves boating and cooking.
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